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Paper presented by the Secretary

The information presented below provides the first reactions on several issues raised with the
Human Fctors Study Group.

It is proposed to consider how the comments, as required, can be accomodated in the VDL Mode
3 design

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++=

 Subject:
             Fwd: Fwd: recording interference
 From:
             Daniel Maurino@peltrg@ANB
 To:
             Robert Witzen@CNS@ANB
 Date:
             01/20/99 16:48 EST
 Message Text:
                Message.htm Message.txt

Comments:
Robert,

reply from Bert Ruitenberg, active ATCO and Human Factors Specialist for
IFATCA. I'll forward more as I get further answers to my message.

Cheers

Dan

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Original Message - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
To:             Daniel Maurino@peltrg@ANB
Cc:             iSMTP_Gateway@Public_srvcs@ICAO_OVH["[onbekend]"
                <71534.2323@compuserve.com>],
                iSMTP_Gateway@Public_srvcs@ICAO_OVH["[onbekend]"
                <nsarter@s.psych.uiuc.edu>],
                iSMTP_Gateway@Public_srvcs@ICAO_OVH["[onbekend]"
                <manfred.barbarino@eurocontrol.be>],
                iSMTP_Gateway@Public_srvcs@ICAO_OVH["[onbekend]"
                <anne.isaac@eurocontrol.be>], Robert Witzen@CNS@ANB
From:           "Bert Ruitenberg" <B_Ruitenberg@compuserve.com>
Date:           Wednesday, January 20, 1999 at 3:57:37 pm EST
Attached:       None



Dear Dan,

Here are my thoughts on the issues presented. I'll first address the 8
separate points from Attachment F and then discuss the point from Mr.
Witzen's e-mail to you.

1. Phantom controllers: I think this falls in the category "nice to have"
(as opposed to "need to have"). I've no idea how bad the problems are on a
world-wide scale with phantom-controllers, but in the few cases that I'm
aware of in western Europe, the pilots were usually immediately aware that
a bogus controller was issuing bogus instructions. Give-aways were the poor
quality of the transmitters used by the imposters, as well as their poor
and non-standard phraseology. I'd think that with the use of VDL similar
clues would continue to exist, hence my position.

2. Indication of "step-on" condition: the potential for occurrence of this
condition in VDL3 is VERY significant! The lack of the "heterodyne tone",
or perhaps more importantly the resulting silence on the channel, will
invite other users to start a transmission as well - thus adding to the
step-on effect. Meanwhile, the first party or parties transmitting will in
turn encounter silence in response to their transmission(s) so they too
will retry sending their message. It requires little imagination to
envisage a scenario where everybody is transmitting without being aware
that in reality no messages are passed at all.

It is obvious therefore that some form of indication is required to alert
the users that the channel is blocked or occupied. I deliberately say "the
users" for I think it should include ALL stations tuned to that channel,
including the ground-station(s). Whether this be a tone or a light or a
combination is something I'm happy to leave to the designers and/or system
developers.

But more importantly, I think it should be realised that by providing this
indication we're just fighting the symptoms of the problem. If there were a
technical feature that would PREVENT a transmission to occur on an already
occupied channel, even if a 2nd transmission commences only milli-seconds
after the 1st one, the step-on problem would be solved. (NB A feature that
does this with VHF was developed years ago, but for obscure reasons it
seems to never have caught on in the industry. Yet this proves that it is
technologically feasible...) It would be useful to have an indication that
an intended message is not being sent because of this feature, though.

While we're at it, this might be a good opportunity to address the problem
of a "sticking mike". I consider this problem to be more of a serious
threat to safety than that of phantom controllers. It should be
technologically feasible to prevent unintended transmissions from airborne
stations to last longer than - say - thirty seconds or so. At the same
time, it should be possible to provide a feature to the pilots to override
this cut-off mechanism whenever they intentionally need to send a longer
transmission. By adding these features to VDL3 I submit that a significant



contribution to enhancing flightsafety can be made.

3. Transceiver timing status: again I think that it is important to provide
the pilots AND the groundstation(s) with information regarding the status
of the airborne radios. In this case though, no third party would require
that information. But controllers should at all times know whether or not
they can reach their traffic by VDL3 or that perhaps another medium
(CPDLC?) should be selected. The same applies for pilots: they should know
if and how they can reach ATC.
I have no opinion on form of the indicator, nor about its possible
standardisation.

This issue does have a bearing on the applicable separation-standards: if
no communications are possible, even for a short time-span, then obviously
larger separations will have to be applied.

4. "Passive" mode: I must admit that this paragraph is a bit too technical
for me to provide an informed answer to the questions. Yet I do offer the
thought that perhaps it could be possible to (semi-)automatically group the
GA-users in one dedicated user-group, for which other addressing-rules
would apply than for "active" users.

5. End-of-transmission indication: I could go either way on this one, for
lack of experience with VDL3. Perhaps empirical research can yield an
answer to this problem. When simply looking at the history of VHF voice, I
note that use of the phrase "over" at the end of each transmission was
dropped ages ago, probably as a result of the improved quality of the
radio-signals. If VDL3 provides a similarly good quality, the intonation of
the speaker will normally indicate the end of a transmission, just like it
does on VHF today. I'm not aware that I get my cues from a "manifestation
of a short burst or click in the receiver".

6. Fringe-of-coverage": I'm not sure that I'd go along with the idea of
"comfort noise" in VDL3 transmissions. Yet I would be in favour of some
form of feedback for the pilot on the quality of the signal. GSM portable
phones have a small bar, consisting of 4 or 5 little blocks, to indicate
the quality of the signal. Maybe a similar form of display could be used in
VDL3?

7. Multiple VDL3 radios: the answer to the first question asked is provided
in that very paragraph, so obviously the answer is yes. I do not have the
answer to the next questions. Side-thought: will these multiple
transmitters interfere with the nav-avionics?

8. Airborne receiver failure: if the current situation is serious enough to
warrant the publication of non-coms procedures, I'd say that a future
situation where such failure in VDL3 could affect 2 user groups most
certainly will require the development of standard measures to overcome any
associated problems.

With respect to the issue of recording the indication of a "step-on"



condition, I must confess I don't really see the problem. If such a feature
is added to an instrument-panel or ATC-workstation, it can't be all that
hard to make it recordable. And if it were decided to adopt my suggestion
to fight the cause rather than the symptoms, the same sentiments apply. Any
recording made will contain the transmission that actually went out or
actually came in, and if an indicator is available to alert the sender that
a message is not going out because of an occupied channel, this indicator
can also be made recordable (although I question the value of the data from
such a recording - what would it prove?).

I hope these personal thoughts will help you provide an answer to the ICAO
Aeronautical Mobile Communications Panel.

Best regards,

        Bert Ruitenberg.


